Fleet Safety Awards

Nominations for the 2013 Fleet Safety Awards are open!

The AMSA Fleet Safety Awards recognize overall safety, improvement in safety, and creativity and leadership in safety programs.

Winners are selected post nominations. An award is given for the same in each operational category that has the lowest combined percentage of the lowest 2017 in-vehicle accidents per million miles of vehicle operation and the lowest vehicle and driver collision rates.

The Safety Innovation Awards is given to a carrier whose program component in all its safety programs class the best job of improving to overall safety and its management practices.

Agents and affiliated carriers are specifically encourted to independently enter the contest. Winners have their accident and safety data audited and must maintain the integrity and confidentiality of the competition.

Intricate Category — Manager-Moving & Storage Co. (Deb Beatty, not pictured)

Under 5 Million Miles

Over 5 up to 20 Million Miles

Over 20 up to 50 Million Miles and Fleet Safety Improvement

Over 50 Million Miles